
Work as a professional safe and lock manufacturer in China Ningbo Loyal make different types of
safes and smart lock for customers in the world.
All of our products are sold to ovrerseas markets. Till now we have grown to one of the leading
factories in this line in China thanks to our hard working,stable quality and keep creating.
We already passed ISO9001,CE and ROHS certificates to guarantee our stable quality and keep
improving.

Technical and description of the model as follows:

Model:KC150
High quality steel and with lcd display screen.
Powder coated for internal and external surface treatment.
electronic keypad lock to manage the safe.
3-8 bits password to open and three times wrong input will lead system lock for five minutes.
With mechanical keys for emergency in case of power off or missing password.
The cabinet safe can hold 150pieces Keys on numbered hooks and can comes with colored key tags
if demands.
This safe is built with durable solid steel and 2 built-in pry-resistant steel deadbolts.
Pre-drilled holes on the back and bottom and hardware anchors allow the safe to mount to the wall
or floor.
safe externa size is H555*W430*D229MM
Power supply:4XAA battery
thickness is 3mm and 3mm for body and door.

wholesale digital keypad lock 150pieces keys cabinet safe box China.
lcd display electronic lock 30pcs keys storaging cabinet box supplier China
digital password lock 110 keys deposit cabinet safe manufacturer China
digital code 35 keys storaging cabinet safe factory China.
electronic password code keypad lock 75 keys safe deposit box factory China.

This keypad lock key cabinet is suitable to deposit keys as request.It is keypad lock management and
with key for emergency.
As an option,we can open a hole/a slot at the up side of cabinet where you can put -keys from it
easily and don't need to open the door.
Also can equip a lock to lock it if necessary.

FAQ:
1.Where is your port?
The port can be Ningbo or Shanghai

2.Can we order samples to test?
Yes you can .

3.Can we visit your factory?
Yes you are welcome.

4.What is your moq?
for this model is 50pcs for each model. Different models are different most of them can be 1 piece

5.what is your production time?



It is around 7-35 days as per different models and quantity.

6.can we mix up the models to a 20FCL?
Yes you can.

7.What is your warranty?
Two years.








